
 

 

 TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I BELIEVE I AM A REAL FOLLOWER OF JESUS CHRIST. WHY? BECAUSE. . . 

I believe the Earth isn’t 7ooo years old biblically speaking only propagandists publish stuff stating such. 

I believe Cain’s children survived the flood and are the source of most problems we have today. 

I believe Jesus Christs actual live birth happened more accurately around our month of September, that his 
real conception was on or about December 25th 

I believe the USA is the subject of Isaiah chapter 18. I believe they are today the mount (nation) of Zion. 

I believe the people of the biblical nation of Israel are not Jews nor have they ever been referred to as Jews. 

I believe the biblical Jacob who was re-named ISRAEL that His birthright doesn’t belong to Judah, which 
would be the 4th son or tribe. I believe any connection made by todays shepherds/pastors or priests to said 
effect is blasphemy and heresy and should be treated as such. 

I believe the True nations of the Biblical ISRAEL are comprised of western European nations and that Great 
Britain comprises the tribe of Ephraim and that the U.S.A is the biblical tribe of Manasseh.  

I believe that the bible is a series of books divinely placed specifically for instructions both individually and 
nationally to those tribes and those peoples who are heirs to those promises and only those who believe in 
them. No one else. All other races which enjoy those truths and accept the Word, thereby must accept Jesus 
Christ as there is no other way. Because. . .No Man/Woman comes to the Father but by Him and Through 
Him.  

Therefore, any/all who oppose Jesus Christ’s as the Lamb of GOD or that He was crucified and resurrected 
exactly as it was written and revealed then those who oppose that message are in fact the enemies of the Fa-
ther and The Word (Jesus Christ)  

I believe the shepherds of Israel written of in the bible refer to the pastors and priests of today’s free world. 

I believe that those same shepherds and priests make up both Catholicism and Protestantism religiosity which 
seldom educate people on the Real Truth of the bible or it’s Historical facts as presented. 

I believe if our people would honestly follow the national and individual blue-print as layed out in our Fa-
ther’s instruction in that Word we would be healed : the following are examples. 

A. If our farmers would just rest the land every 7th year as commanded our foods nutrients wouldn’t need 
any hybrid seed or creative ways to rejuvenate the land or crops. As a result our peoples food would be 
filled with nutrients our bodies wouldn’t suffer from obesity and weakened to allow for nutrient deficien-
cy which leads to cancer. I believe if we obeyed the Health laws layed out in Leviticus chapt 11 that most 
diseases would disappear.  I believe that the priests and pastors who teach it’s o.k to eat anything as long 
as you pray over it are misleading and are heretics unfit to be shepherds of Gods people. 

B. I believe there shouldn’t be prisons, that all crimes must have a victim in order for there to be a penalty or 
be considered criminal. All statutory jurisdictions should be disbanded with exception to agreements 
made between parties. All parties must be aware of said agreements and the disbanding of all Tacit Pro-
creum loopholes within the Law. All lawyers/attorney/judges and prosecutors who knowingly allow such 
to continue should be liable for breach of trust and integrity of average lay-folk who do not understand 
legal gamesmanship or process. All laws and penalties should be exactly as The Word intended them to 
be: RESTITUTION, EXECUTION, OR EVICTION. Keep it simple stupid. Any thing else allows Cain’s 
Children to flourish in a corrupt system of complicated laws by design. Where bribery and extortion are 
the norm. 

C. I believe we should not confuse the natural state of a man and woman. 



 

 

I believe that marriage isn’t just the joining in of a relationship between 2 individuals but, that marriage or 
union isn’t possible unless the 2 can become 1. This is only possible with the combination of the sperm and 
egg which produces the child which then the union of D.N.A’s between Mother and Father takes place. This 
is in fact a true marriage. This is always why there was a stigma placed on a woman who could not conceive 
throughout history. Therefore, the true marriage isn’t nor has ever been in civil form and cannot possibly ex-
ist it is biological only. Not therefore possible between the union of 2 of the same gender. It doesn’t matter if 
I agree or disagree politically it is naturally by design impossible. Marriage isn’t a union it is really the ability 
to create Life in you and your wife’s image. Both of your dna’s housed in one soul. Your child. 

I believe the church isn’t a building never has been never will be. We do not need a building with symbols or 
men with titles given by other men to be arbiters of The Word of God. Our qualifier would be to be men and 
women of integrity, humility, honesty and a lifelong disciplined approach to present our FATHERS WORD 
to said affect. We are ambassadors therefore we do not and cannot force anyone to comply with HIS MES-
SAGE not ours though we do agree. “Don’t shoot the messenger” because you don’t agree or like it.  

I believe all men/woman/races/nations/creeds will eventually discover this reality. I believe when is entirely 
up to HIM and you. I believe your opinions are irrelevant to HIM as CREATOR and AUTHOR.  That 
doesn’t mean that HE is cruel or that doesn’t desire your inquiries. He does, like that of a child’s curious de-
sire to learn or explore or laugh and enjoy those discoveries. I believe this approach is best if you want to re-
ally discover HIM and or the TRUTH and answers which may benefit others not just you. 

I believe you are not HIS only creation, that you are not the center of the universe but, that the time HE could 
make for just you is ETERNAL. However, it is always desirous to be shared. 

I believe that easter is not that of Jesus Christ or should be considered a holiday (Holy day) Easter is Pagan 
and not synonymous with the true Sabbath (day of rest) or holy-day of the Passover, which is what Jesus 
Christ became on the exact same date which is fixed every year. 14 days after the spring equinox. You do not 
need a Jewish or other scholar to tell you that. You only need a rudimentary understanding of the beginning 
day of the solar year. Our march 20/21st of our calendar marks the spring equinox, count the days you have 
the 1st Sabbath, Keep it Holy! Keep eggs and bunnies and paganism out of it. The word easter found in the 
bible was inserted by one of cain’s children who called himself a jew. The word isn’t in the manuscripts. It 
has no article therefore it isn’t HOLY (righteous). All men/woman, priests, pastors followers of such will in-
herit the curse associated with it. 

I believe that curse is “islam” and “allah” that was for repeated violations of the promise our ancient fathers 
and tribes made to our FATHER in the book of JOSHUA. 

I believe todays men, women, and children in large part are ignorant. I believe most of the grown adults it is 
by choice. They are willingly so.  

I believe those of you who believe you will escape tribulation written of throughout the WORD do not es-
cape it through a “rapture” or gathering back until the judgement is finished. I believe your theory is a snare 
to you and that all change at the 7th trumpet. All flesh is done away with. If you were a follow of the ‘True 
Jesus Christ” you would know it is your duty to give your life or at least willing too as the testimony or wit-
ness as part of your staying “faithful” and a “virgin”.   

I believe that peace isn’t possible in the flesh dimension, as long as the systems and children of the Adver-
sary are present and until they are utterly defeated. I believe peace is a tactic to get the children of True Israel 
to compromise their principles and faith. Leading them to surrender and submit (Islam) to them. Our FA-
THER doesn’t require us to bow like they do. Just humble your heart. HE CAN read your mind acts of con-
trition are for the enemy he indulges in that sort of thing. 

 



 

 

I believe people who call themselves Christians in large part are uninformed regarding their individual bibles 
and their own ancestors historical contributions to HIS-STORY. I believe most Christians are in name and 
denomination only. They really do not know of nor are they informed of their Savior Jesus Christ’s true mes-
sage and it’s application. I hold the chief of the priests and pastors responsible for their lack of knowledge 
preferring titles and traditions as viable substitutes for teaching the real Truth or Word of GOD.  

I believe most men or honest scholars place themselves as prophets mistakenly by mis-applying time histori-
cal to time spiritual. I believe most of you today place figuratively in places literal and vice versa.  

I believe you were only born here in the flesh, You all originated in Heaven. I believe the notion or common 
saying of “born-again” is taken out of context and only partially understood by todays protestant and catho-
lic denominations. In other words, if you arrived in a flesh body to this earth you are already half way there. I 
believe they are unaware of their own origin and seldom or never actually teach the origin of the soul. Which 
is tantamount to addressing the conflict between OUR FATHER and Satan (adversary) and his followers. 
Without, delving into it is impossible to answer the many Why’s associated with nationally and individually 
planting of the various peoples and nations on this planet.  

I believe that the state of Israel in the former land of Judea is not the true nation of ISRAEL nor do they em-
body the prophecy’s written regarding her throughout the Word of God. If you believe in such you are de-
ceived and ignorant of God’s children, promises, prophecy’s, blessings, cursing’s , and instructions. You 
may as well be working for the devil himself because not knowing this is probably why the world is in the 
shape it’s in. You can’t recognize who you are. Tell me? How can you possibly know who, what, when and 
where the enemy is? Maybe you are in the way?  

I believe that the enemy controls most of the information outlets of todays mainstream and multi-media pub-
lications throughout the sphere of education and all which is presented as “fact through theory” false-science 
and that they established institutions which deliberately maintain a narrative just as in today’s media which 
fits an agenda to deliberately misrepresent the facts and truth which could be presented. To knowingly label  
fact or truth purveyor’s as “controversial” and intentionally destroy any credibility via those outlets. Further-
more I personally state they create “ways and means” by which one is determined to be “credible”. To fur-
ther state men with titles, degrees especially in places like “law” or “journalism” where they control the in-
formation and how to evaluate and monitor those who enter there in and pay the acceptable tuition. 

I believe it is Cain’s children who unlike the children of  true ISRAEL call themselves Jews so as to be be-
lieved as the “chosen of god” and use this to hide from the truth of who they are. As it is written in John 
chapter 8.  

I believe that not only that I can use an abundance of sources not just biblical to make any claim that I have 
made but that I could be more trusted to by OUR FATHER to do such.  I challenge any of you “bible-
thumpers” to prove me wrong.  That my evidences are voluminous in scope and that my appeal is only to 
those sincere souls who desire such. All others who clamor to hold on to their theory’s or traditions should 
really only appeal to the fool or others who want to be heard and use information to enrich themselves. I 
have no interest in profiting from “contending for the faith” as do others. I wear no clothing which represents 
their noble heritage and am disgusted by the lack of knowledge and real humility which is portrayed in to-
days outward televised appeal to men for profit. If you wish to enlighten me humbly so, I’ll entertain it as I 
would benefit from learning. But my sword is sharp. I’ve had it sharpened for decades before I decide to 
wield it. Other’s are to quick to publish information which they have not necessarily taken root or have 
properly vetted. We have done this as a nation with our leaders it has cost us dearly in blood and tears. Do 
not treat my FATHERS word with such callous novices. 


